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About This Game

Morphite is a casual atmospheric FPS, set in a low poly stylized universe.

This is the story of Myrah Kale, a young woman whose life takes a sudden turn when a simple mission develops into an epic
interstellar journey revealing her mysterious past and relation to a coveted substance called Morphite.

Myrah will voyage to the furthest corners of space and explore uncharted procedurally-generated planets, each with diverse
landscapes and teeming with exotic flora and fauna. With the help of a scanner, Myrah will sell biological information for ship,

suit and weapon upgrades.

Inside Myrah’s vessel, players will engage in random encounters with real-time space combat, trade with other travelers across
the galaxy and navigate outer space with Morphite’s easy-to-use Starmap system.

Features

 Procedurally generated universe: Morphite features tons of generated planets to discover, all with their own flora and
fauna. Besides their individual beauty, visiting planets will prove vital for gathering resources, researching creatures, and
gaining skills towards strengthening your character.

 Platforming: Morphite will feature platforming elements in order to explore new landscapes and structures. This is
designed with the same mindset as other classic platforms: to be fun and intuitive, even within first and third person
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views.

 Research and exploration: There is a heavy emphasis on discovery. While players are free to battle every creature they
find (many of which are hostile), they can optionally choose to simply scan each creature to gain vital data to sell later.

 Planet and spacecraft combat: While discovery is paramount, Morphite will also feature hostile environments, creatures,
and boss battles. Combat will take place on planets and also in space during random encounters. Upgrading your
weaponry will be essential to surviving.

 Deep single player story: 15 planets are hand crafted and pertain specifically to the plot. These planets will exist for the
player to further the story when they are ready. The main storyline is also fully voiced in English.

 Character and ship upgrades: While planetside, players will be able to locate rare scans to craft new suit abilities.
Additionally, players can locate shops all over the galaxy to upgrade and augment their power suit, ship, and weapons.
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Title: Morphite
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
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Crescent Moon Games, We're Five Games, Blowfish Studios
Publisher:
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While I enjoy it, I feel like a lot of the difficulty comes from memorization more than actually being a difficult
reaction\/precision game. Mechanics change mid level with no time to react, targets are hidden and require specific movement
to setup a way to reach them. (Trying not to spoil anything) On the fifth level the timing of the gimmick mechanic seems really
dodgy one moment and fine the next. I know where I'm supposed to be positioned at what time, but its hit or miss if the game
reacts like I expect it to. Might be better if there wasn't any delay between key presses and lane switching but theres a small
delay that is easily noticable when trying to quickly move from one side of the screen to the other. Makes hitting some of the
timing goals a lot harder than they need to be.

That being said its cheap, the music is good, and its definitely an interesting game. If it ever goes on sale I couldn't recommend
it more. But 5.50 CAD is probably the upper limit on what I'd spend on 5 levels with no level editor. (User generated content
would be amazing, and if that ever happens, I'll be buying a copy of this for all my friends :p). The program overall was an idea
I'm sure we've all thought of, but this guy did it and well! So that saves me time on making the software. However, there are a
little bit of localization issues I'm sure everyone has seen. I hope that the developer can fix the localization to make the
experience a whole lot better. Still recommend this though.. Not a game. just a polished zero g experience.
really feels like youre floating around in a space suit.

There's about 4 different environments to mess around with. Has virtual arms and good interactions. Nice presence in this demo.
One of my favorite environments to just hang out in while listening to youtube.. Not working for me, Buy at Own Risk.. A very
interesting short documentary about hacking and cybercrime in a small town in Romania.

I found it to be quite informative when it comes to hacking, and the role Eastern Europe has in it. It also helped me realize again
that we live in an age where crime has gone digital.
Anyone with a slight interest in the world of hackers and/or cybercriminals should spend the 20 minutes it takes to watch this..
You spawn in a world where 3 midgets attack you. You destroy them and it is game over.

Worste....Game....Ever.
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Cheap and short Amnesia: The Dark Descent wannabe, to tell the truth not even a good one. Nice graphics, terrible voice acting,
vague story, nothing else.. this game is already awesome and it is even more awesome with this. Pick a Hero

Pros:
Also allows the use of keyboard and gamepad
Hotseat for local game
Reminds you if you can still play
You choose cards you draw from multiple ones
2 lanes

Cons:
Bad UI, not seeing cards in hand easily
Some terrible cards, like 0 mana, deal 1 damage to random character, 1 mana 0\/1 in front dummie
You need to press I for card details to actually see what they do, might be faster to also allow this with right\/wheel click
Some spells are missing art
Hot seat doesn\u2019t have a confirmation button to prevent card seeing
Found an online game, but it just crashed, couldn\u2019t use external app to make a picture, but there it is makes one on F12: 
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/profiles\/76561198027295232\/screenshot\/255957580511766410
Card browsing only works with a keyboard
Frustrating RNG, many cards deal damage to random characters, often hurting your units or hero

Overall the game isn\u2019t very good. RNG is annoying, cards are imbalanced and the multiplayer crashes often. There
doesn\u2019t seem to even be a deck editor. real nice game ,the graphics an game play are awesome.... There isn't much to say
except that if you like the "Warriors"\/musou game series, this would be a great addition to your library. Although I should say
this, you must be a fan of the series or else you won't get the full experience out of it, you might as well be playing
dynasty warriors.

The gameplay is very similar to the dynasty series, borderline copy and paste almost...But with some variation to make
it not such a direct copy. You find cards on the battlefield after defeating certain enemies, completing objectives, or
finishing a level. These cards give you passive buffs such as increased power, defense, musou\/special gauge attributes,
increased health, etc...
In order of increasing rarity you have C, B, A, (possibly S as well, I will change this once if I find one). As you go up in
rarity you get more passives per card. There is a mini card crafting menu that lets you combine (10) cards to create a
new one.
What I did enjoy though is the mount combat, I haven't played a dynasty game where you kind of want to fight on your
horse. You can actually pull of combos, which I find is a very nice touch.

Weapons, you can carry two at a time and can swtich between them in combat. The weapons work in such a way that as
you keep using your selected weapon and defeat enemies it will get stronger by recieveing elemental effects and
increased combos. And you can get different weapons which have different elemental properties, there are 4 in total.

The story mode follows the current season 1 anime very closely, so if you haven't finished watching then I would
suggest to avoid this game if you don't want any spoilers. Progression through the story is seamless it goes: Battle ->
story cutscene -> battle -> story cutscene -> battle and repeat. There is no pause in between to equip cards or weapons,
it is all done in the menu during the battle phase.
The game is quite linear. You are free to move around and kill enemies, but eventually you have to complete a certain
objective to advance. The stages are broken up in segments, so continuing with my explanation, you have to
do\/complete certain objective to advance to the next segment. You cannot proceed if you don't complete it.

Then of course you have all the different characters you can play, each having their own skillset and weapon of choice.

I should also mention that there is online-coop, I personally haven't tried it yet, maybe a bit down the road. But it is
there for those that want to jump into online play right away.
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Graphics, I feel are very nice, the whole anime-style drawing of characters with the 3D-ish backgrounds. You have
many graphic options in the menu that you can mess around, which I feel is very nice for those that do like to change
their graphical settings. I'm not so great with the terminology with these settings, I just set it to whatever they give me,
but I will say the visuals are very pleasing to my eye.

From a hours:money stand point. I feel it is a bit overpriced, you're pretty much paying for the anime name, which I
don't see it being justifiable of a 60$ USD price tag, this feels more like a 30-40$ game. So you must like the anime and
the gameplay to almost justify this purchase.

Overall this is great game, a solid "warriors" type of game. And one last time, I can't stress this enough though, you
must like the anime in order to get the full enjoyment out of this game, else the game will be mediocre to you. I hope
this review helps you decide in purchasing this game or not.

*edit* 2\/18\/2016: So after putting some hours into the game, I would like to change my opinion a little bit about
needing to like the anime before purchasing this game. The gameplay is actually really fun. After spending some time
and unlocking new weapon combos, they look and feel really cool. The combos feel really unique and fit the characters
really well, which I really enjoyed.
With that said, I feel that if you do like Musou kind of games, you can definitely enjoy this game without having to
watch the anime. As for price I still stand by my review in that it is a bit overpriced. BUT if you do have some extra
cash to spare, then by all means purchase this game, it is worth it.. nice...commanders....btw RELIC should make no
one step back tactics..... that we want it. After the first action packed section (with no context), it's just too slow and
boring for me.. WARNING: GAME IN CHINESE LANGUAGE ONLY!!

Damn... I cannot believe what I had gone through with all those hours and hours of play time that the game was
literally appeared to be made in China. All I can say is that it had been a magnificent journey!! Yes! it was marvelously
crafted in many aspects from graphic to gameplay, and gameplay to endgame without denying the fact that the
developers did paid a lot of efforts when they were constructing the story of the game. Undeniably emotional plots kept
my instinct active to continue further to uncover the story not bound only by the main character I was playing, but his
companions too! This is a game that allowed me to enjoy like I was watching a Chinese Kungfu drama with Final
Fantasy 15 play style. Nonetheless, when I did compare FFXV with Gujian 3, I would say it's story was way better than
FFXV even though the graphic may not be able to reach to the FFXV's standard.

Verdict: 9\/10

Pros:
-Excellent Story
-Addictive Gameplay (Fights)
-Emotional Dialogues especially with companions
-Addictive Research and Production of Items, Equipment, Decorations and Fashions for both Playable characters and
Companions
-Grow your own HOME
-Story related side-quests

Cons:
-City is too large until the extend of feeling empty
-Item farming from killing mobs is just least appealing
-Resource gathering from surrounding environment is too little. It's a rather beautifully drawn game, the art is unique
and warm. This is what appealed to me at first glance with the game, I was aware this was an eroge and that certain
scenes would be edited out in favor of Steam's codes and conduct. Yet despite that I felt this game warranted a
purchase. Now overall the world in which you are witness to is intersting and i would love for it to be expanded on.
Except the interpersonal stories are rather lacking in substance. Add that with an unclear ability to guage whom is
speaking and whoms perception you are in habiting. You can become at times lost in the story (not in the good way
either), hopefully they patch some form of inficator as to decipher whom is speaking at any given time, be it through
text or on screen prompts.
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